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Editorial
More challenges towards the end of DYNANO….
Bucharest,
known
as
«Little Paris», Eastern
pearl
of
Europe,
surrounded
by
many
relaxing parks, welcomed
the DYNANO’s members
for a week of intensive
work
in the field of
supramolecular chemistry
for
biotechnology
&
biomedicine.
Discover the highlights of
what took place in
Bucharest mid‐April during
the DYNANO’s Event.
Get to know more about
two of our brilliant and
experienced
scientists,
Prof. Antonio Villalobo
and
Prof.
Eugen
Gheorghiu.

Our youngest scientists
have not been forgotten.
Read their feedbacks and
views on their work.
A focus both on DYNANO
and the Marie Curie ITN
was realized… thanks to
three of our Marie Curie
Ambassadors and their
outreach activities!
Finally, the newsletter
presents the first awarded
Doctors from the network
and the next DYNANO’s
events.
Enjoy this Newsletter with
the Bucharest’s DYNANO’s
issue!
Laurence Bosch

DYNANO in a nutshell…
DYNANO is a Marie Curie Initial Training
Network, funded by the European
Commission under the 7th Framework
Programme. It trains a new generation of
scientists in the interdisciplinary field of
dynamic interactive nanosystems for
biomedical & biotechnological applications.
FP7‐PEOPLE‐2011‐ITN – Grant Agreement
N°: PITN‐GA‐2011‐289033
Start date: November 1st 2011 – Duration:
48 months – EC funding: 3 825 000 €.
DYNANO received funding from the European Union’s 7th
framework programme under grant agreement n° 289033.

DYNANO Partners
DYNANO’s challenging objectives will be
reached thanks to a strong multidisciplinary
consortium of 15 partners with high‐level
expertise from all over Europe. First‐class
research groups are working hand in hand
with innovative industrial companies to reach
DYNANO's scientific goal and train a new
generation of skilled scientists.

www.dynano.eu
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1‐ DYNANO’s workshop, Network and SB Meeting
April 2015, 15‐18th Bucharest, Romania (1/2)
This was a 4‐day (conference
to improve complementary
skills, SB meeting, practical
training, network meeting,
interactive brainstorming and
networking) event including a
tour of Prof. E. Gheorghiu's
facilities!
It was a rich and intense
experience between all young
and experienced members of
DYNANO’s network.
The DYNANO’s event was
kindly organized by the
Institute Center of
Biodynamic (ICB):
Congratulations for the great
job!

DYNANO ‘s members at ICB’s (Top) and at CAPSA for the
Gala Dinner (Bottom), in Bucharest, Romania

A very instructive training
session of complementary
skills, opened the DYNANO
meeting. The focus was on
patents
and
intellectual
property rights issues in
Romania and Europe. Dr.
Bucura Ionescu is a Director of
the Romanian State Office for
inventions and trademarks.
She told us about the patents,
trademarks, utility models,
copyrights, trade secrets and
how to handle and deal with
them. She finished with an
example of real IP issues.
DYNANO received funding from the European Union’s 7th
framework programme under grant agreement n° 289033.
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DYNANO’s Event… in Bucharest (2/2)
Prof. Octavian Popescu, a local
speaker, is the Director of the
Institute of Biology and a member
of Romanian Academy.
He highlighted the importance of
supramolecular notions, dynamic
nanostructure (networks) found at
large scale in nature with his
lecture on “glyconectins glycans as
self‐assembling
nano‐velcro
mediating
self/non‐self’s
recognition and adhesion in
evolution of multicellularity”.
Different aspects of self‐non/self’s
recognition and adhesion involved
in different species of sponges
were presented. The different
sponges are the representatives of
the evolution and the emergence
of multicellularity. Biology and
chemistry share tight bonds and
supramolecular principles!
A detailed lab visit guided by
Eugen Gheorghiu himself served
as a large introduction to the
“hands on” training session. Then,
the SB meeting was held and went
smoothly. The second day, started
with the hands on training. It was
dedicated to the plateform
deposition, AFM technique and
SPR methods. It was set up by

Sorin David, Cristina Polonschii
and Szilveszter Gaspar from ICB.
The course contained both
theoretical and practical sessions
of the plateform deposition, AFM
technique and 2 SPR methods to
measure
the
changes
of
interactions in real‐time and in
label‐free environment.
Scientific presentations (a day
and half) were given by all
fellow’s members of the DYNANO
network to take stock of research
progress and were a starting
point for discussions. Some ESRs
were close to the end of their
contracts
and
took
the
opportunity to say good bye and
thank everybody for their support
at different levels. Advanced
research networking meetings
were facilitated during the event.
Finally, a brainstorming and a
networking activity were set up
by Madalina Axinie. A visit of the
Palace
of
Parliament
was
organized and the link to
sciences… was Elena Ceausçu!
All
feedbacks
from
Bucharest’s
event,
extremely positive!

DYNANO received funding from the European Union’s 7th
framework programme under grant agreement n° 289033.

the
were
Teodor, Eugen and Stéphane

Dr. Bucura Ionescu (Left) & Prof. Octavian Popescu (right)
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2‐ Outreach Activities
In January: A new video
on DYNANO
Two
ESRs,
Valentina
Garavini
and Susanne
Schneider have created a
video to present their point
of view of being involved in

a
Marie
Curie
ITN
programme
and
the
opportunities given. A very
interesting video about
DYNANO that opens the
mind and broads the
horizon of the project.

In February: Special Issue
Mihai
Barboiu,
Olof
Ramstrom and
Stéphane
Vincent have been invited for
an OBC Themed issue

Biomolecular Recognition!
The submission deadline is
15th July 2015 for this
themed issue. OBC
submission

OBC is delighted to
announce a call for paper on
Multivalent

In March: A Marie Curie
Ambassador
Ioanna Kalograiaki was our
Marie Curie Ambassador
in the School of Pharmacy,
Aristotle
University
of
Thessaloniki (AUTh), Greece
on March 11th 2015.
Prof. Dr. C. Panagiotidis,
Chairman in the School of
Pharmacy, AUTh and MC
proposal evaluator opened
the day.
Mr. Iakovidis, Euraxess’s
officer in Greece
(http://mobility.certh.gr/pls/
rmp/mobility.main) was also
invited to cover Euraxess as
tools for scientist mobility.
In AUTh School of Pharmacy,
Thessalonic‐Greece, the

informational
day
on
mobility opportunities Marie
Curie and Euraxess actions‐
was organized by master
students
themselves
(eMMPHasis ‐ name of their
group‐), promising young
researchers, willing to know
more about EU opportunities
available.
Our MC Ambassador, Ioanna
declared that she strongly
believed that initiatives like
this were worth to support
and it was a fulfilling
experience for her too, to
share the queries and
concerns of the students.
Please read more of her
impressions about her day as
Marie Curie Ambassador
online (outreach activity).

DYNANO received funding from the European Union’s 7th
framework programme under grant agreement n° 289033.
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3‐ Interviews

Meet our partners, Antonio and Eugen
respectively from SPAIN and ROMANIA

Prof. Antonio Villalobo
Antonio, you are from a “Biochemistry
field”: what do you bring to the
multidisciplinary DYNANO project and
what does DYNANO bring you?
I find exciting to realize that we humans
are chemical machines, and that when we
get sick our machinery need a tune‐up
where chemists, molecular biologists and
clinicians must have a say to repair it; the
formers providing basic knowledge to
understand the disease processes, and the
latters applying this knowledge caring for
the patients. Thus, I have learned a great
deal from colleagues in DYNANO with
different areas of expertise, alien to what I
normally do in my daily work. I hope my
colleagues from the Chemistry quarters in
DYNANO find of interest too to pursue
biomedical projects in the future.
Another important aspect of DYNANO,
and the previous project DYNAMIC, was to
have the opportunity to supervise the work
of highly motivated students.

Prof. Eugen Gheorghiu
DYNANO is now in its final year: have the
research‐industry collaborations reached
your expectations?
First, the project was smoothly and
efficiently managed by Mihai, and Yes, I
learned a lot from Nino and Theodor, and I
am definitely looking forward to starting
working jointly at new, perhaps even larger
European projects.
Eugen, you are from a “physics field”:
what do you bring to the multidisciplinary
DYNANO project and what does DYNANO
bring you?
As physicist interested in understanding
living systems I am able to contribute with
coupled Electrical and Optical methods
developed within my institute for dynamic
assessment of biointerfaces and cells for
biosensing. DYNANO provides access to
complementary analytic tools as well as to
essential “bricks” for sensor development.

Read the full interviews online
DYNANO received funding from the European Union’s 7th
framework programme under grant agreement n° 289033.
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Meet our ERs Junjun and Yan
respectively from Strasbourg University
and CNRS‐IEM

Dr. Junjun Tan

Dr. Yan Zhang

What is the best thing about taking a PostDoc in the framework of an ITN European Project?
What is challenging?
I think the best thing is having the
opportunity to discuss research with
The best thing is we are trained in
people
from
various
specific
the networks with a group of
disciplines. From the views of their
distinguished scientists from both
backgrounds, chemistry puzzles can
Academia
and
Industry
in
be solved in different ways, and
interdisciplinary areas, which allows
probably can inspire new research
us to learn from different areas,
ideas.
create collaborations and inspire new
The challenge may also lie on the
ideas. The most challenging part is
efficient
communications
with
how I can integrate all the diversities
people from different fields, and how
and benefit most in the Network.
to grasp as much details as I can from
the
short
presentations
and
discussions.
Being inside a European project will it give you the idea to build one yourself? Will you
apply again for European funding?
I’m
impressed
about
the
interdisciplinary
and
mobility
Yes, the training in the interdiscipline
requirements of the European
of physics, chemistry, biology and
projects. These are also exactly a
medicine spurs me new ideas about
young researcher need before
how supramolecular chemistry can
moving on to an independent career.
contribute to biology and medicine.
I’m very grateful to have the
I absolutely want to apply for
opportunity to be inside one project,
European funding again if I get a
and I’ll definitely apply again if I had
chance!
the chance.
Read the full interviews online
DYNANO received funding from the European Union’s 7th
framework programme under grant agreement n° 289033.
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Learn about our ESRs and discover the strenghts and diversity that
makes DYNANO such a fruitful experience!
Meet Madalina, and Luca our ESRs
respectively from Bucharest and Spain

Madalina Axinie

Luca Unione

What is the best thing about taking a
PhD in the framework of an ITN
European Project? What is challenging?

What did you learn from your
participation to national/international
events during your PhD?

For me it is not the first time, I am
taking part in an ITN, so I know that
meeting peoples from different fields
will land to the establishment of new
collaborations and
solve many
problems.

The more important thing is that science is
continuously in evolution, this means that is
only in attending and sharing international
scientific events that it is possible to follow
recent successes.
Also, believe in your ideas. If you had the
audacity to express them in an international
framework, maybe there were not so stupid.

What did you learn from your
participation to national/international
events during your PhD?
First of all the participation to
national/international events gives you a
great opportunity to present your
work, to get some new ideas but also
to find out what is new in the field.
Do you have some advice to
master/engineer students considering
taking a PhD?
Go for it! It is not easy but the final
result gives you the power to continue.

“The ITN is not only an international
framework but also a platform for
your career roots.”
Could you tell us something about your
secondments and what did you learn
there?
I had three secondments experiences, the first
in Madrid at the CEU University in a group of
computational chemistry, the second one in
Namur, the group of Prof. Stephane Vincent,
and the third in CIC Biogune in Bilbao.
The best thing I learned is: if it is a Belgian
Beer… Drink only one.

Read the full interviews online
www.dynano.eu

DYNANO received funding from the European Union’s 7th
framework programme under grant agreement n° 289033.
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Meet Susanne our ESRs from Strasbourg University
Could you tell us something about your
secondments and what you learnt there?

Susanne Schneider

I was working for almost two months in the
group of Dr. Barboiu in Montpellier. I learned
about many techniques that are used to
characterize artificial transport in bilayer
membranes and I also learned a lot about
electrochemistry.

What is the best thing about taking a ER
position in the framework of an ITN
European Project? What is challenging?

What did you learn from your participation
to national/international events during
your PhD?

One of the best things for me was the
secondment that I did in Montpellier. It
was great to learn some different
techniques and to work within a different
group, in a different city. I learned a lot in
that short period of time and liked the
topic very much. In addition, I also enjoy
the meetings with all the DYNANO
partners and the hands‐on training on
certain techniques that is offered to us
during those meetings.
A PhD is always challenging, it is
important to manage your time properly,
to focus on the things that work well and
to be able to critically look at your own
work . I feel that being in this network
always helped the progress of my PhD, as
there are so many experienced
researchers that can help .

I learned that there is a lot out there to
discover that I would like to learn about.
Science is a broad field and its applications
are very diverse. It is good to see what other
people are working on. One example that
comes to my mind is the one of Attana in
Stockholm, a relatively young company that
develops biosensors. The idea of the
company was based on recent research
results and the innovators put in a lot of
creativity and effort into their company. I
found it very impressive and inspiring.

Read the full interviews online

DYNANO received funding from the European Union’s 7th
framework programme under grant agreement n° 289033.

Secondement in Montpellier in the NSA group

www.dynano.eu
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4‐ Secondment News

Xabier Osteikoetxea Veleze: CSIC‐IQFR,
Spain.
He did 3 secondments (March/April 2015).
He worked a week (2‐8th March) in Prof.
Olof Ramström group at Royal Institute of
Technology – KTH, Stockholm, Sweden
then joined (9‐15th March & 29th March‐
2nd April) Dr. Aastrup group in Attana,
Stockholm, Sweden.
"Traveling to Stockholm, Sweden for
secondments was a really amazing
experience. There I worked in the lab of
Prof Olof Ramström with Brian Timmer for
an entire week. Not only was the entire
research group extremely kind and
welcoming but it was also very interesting
to see how experiments are carried out in a
different lab. It was very enriching to
experience and compare the way problem
solving is done in a chemistry laboratory as
opposed to a biology laboratory. In the
second week of this stay I also worked in
the laboratories of Attana with Teodor
Aastrup and Davide Proverbio where I had
the pleasure of working with another
amazing team and obtaining great
preliminary results. Given the quality of the
preliminary results obtained in the

secondments during this first visit to these
two laboratories we decided to further
pursue this research project with a second
visit to Stockholm to do continue with a
bigger amount of samples and experiments
which yielded even better results.
Overall during these secondments I was
extremely fortunate to have the
opportunity to work with two great
laboratories and not only did I learn some
new experimental techniques but we also
obtained very good results which we hope
to be able to publish soon.“

Xabier at ATTANA AB, Stockholm

DYNANO received funding from the European Union’s 7th
framework programme under grant agreement n° 289033.
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5‐ Breaking News
Congratulations to our Doctors inside the DYNANO project!
Dr. Muhammet Tanç : Florence University, Italy
February 5th, 2015
Dr. Erol‐Dan Licsandru : IEM, Montpellier, France
May 26th, 2015

Dr. Muhammet Tanç (left) &
Dr. Erol‐Dan Licsandru (right)

More Defences to come….
Silviya Stateva: Date of the defense in July 2015 at the University of Madrid, Spain; with the
title “Regulatory role of calmodulin on systems relevant in tumor cells signaling”
Valentina Garavini: date of the Defence September 28th, 2015 at the University of Strasbourg,
France.
Ioanna Kalograiaki: date of the Defence end of September 2015 at the Institute of Physical
chemisty of “Rocasolano”, Spain.

DYNANO received funding from the European Union’s 7th
framework programme under grant agreement n° 289033.
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6‐ Upcoming Event (1/2)

10th International Symposium on Macrocyclic and
supramolecular chemistry
June 28th ‐ July 2nd 2015
Strasbourg, France

10th ISMSC 2015
It will be kindly organized by Nicolas Giuseppone for Strasbourg University ISIS‐UDS.
Detailed information : ismsc2015.unistra.fr

joined with the Next
DYNANO’s SB Meeting
July 3rd 2015
Strasbourg, France

DYNANO received funding from the European Union’s 7th
framework programme under grant agreement n° 289033.
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6‐ Upcoming Event (2/2)

FINAL DYNANO’s Meeting
July 27&28th 2015
Montpellier, France

A 1.5‐days conference with invited
speakers followed by presentations
of ERSs/ERs from DYNANO and a
DYNANO’s SB meeting.
The event will be located at
European Membrane Institute
(IEM), Montpellier, France.

Dr. Mihai BARBOIU (Coordinator)
Institut Européen des Membranes Montpellier, France
Email: mihai.barboiu@univ‐montp2.fr

Hélène LEBRUN ANDERSSON (Project Manager)
CNRS, Montpellier, France
Email: helene.lebrun‐andersson@dr13.cnrs.fr

DISSEMINATION

MANAGEMENT

Contacts
Prof. Gilbert RIOS (Public Dissemination Manager)
European Membrane House, Belgium
Email : gilbert.rios@univ‐montp2.fr

Dr. Laurence BOSCH (Dissemination Officer)
University Montpellier 2/ EMH, France
Email: laurence.bosch@univ‐montp2.fr
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